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Energy and fat 
Energy Balance and Obesity in Man . 
By J. S. Garrow. Pp. xii+335. (North 
Holland : Amsterdam, London; Ameri
c'an Elsevier: New York, 1974.) Dfl.SO; 
$30.80. 

THIS is a very well wribten, highly 
pe.rsuasive, im(Xlrtant book which pro
vides aH the basic and practical infor
mation necessary for an understanding 
of the problem of obesity. 

The trouble wi,th 'obesity' is that it 
produces emotional reactions which 
people rationalise from a literature that 
provides any evidence desired. In 
medical science there can be few pur
suits which affeot such large numbers 
of people with such Htde effect, as the 
investigation and tre'atmen( of obesity. 
Of course, few trungs are as satisfying 
to the in,telleotual academic as a prob
lem with little prospect of application 
to a real-life situation, and that may 
explain the large volume of contradic
tory litera'ture on this subject. 

In a slightly lengthy introduction, Dr 
Garrow initiates us into his positive 
interpretation of this mass of confus
ing information. His book reviews com
prehensively the different me·thods used 
to measure the intake and expenditure 
of energy in man, the theories of the 
control of energy intake, the part 
played by physical aotivi,ty in energy 
t;ll:penditure, and the variable composi
tion of the human body in relation to 
fat and how this can be measured . The 
final section is concerned with the diffi
culot, practical problems of how to 
diagnose and classify an obese patient 
and includes a critique of the likely 
effectiveness of the various forms of 
treatment. 

My only serious criticism of this ex
cellent book is that, possibly because 
the author has apparently become ac
tively interested in obesity only com
paratively recently, his interpretation 
frequently seems biased and somewhat 
selec·tive. He fails to quote certain 
relevant literature, especially from the 
large volume of physiQlogical papers on 
exercise, and he is perhaps slightly too 
dogmatic in many of his statements. In 
those seotions in which he has first
hand knowledge-for example, the 
chapter on "Energy stores: their com
position , measurement and control"
he writes clearly and dispassionately in 
a most stimulating fashion. 

I have no hesitation in recommend
ing this book. To my knowledge, it is 
by far the best book on the subject of 
energy balance in man. It should be 
read by everyone involved in the study 
of obesity-though all should retain 
certain reserves about accepting totally 
some of Dr Garrow's views. 

J. V. G. A. Durnin 
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Is the 'crunch' 
really coming ... 

Chemistry 
and the needs 

of society 
This unique and timely vol ume brings together a wealth of hard fac t and 
informed opinio n concerning many of the pressing probl ems facing 
society today-and tomorrow. 
The energy cri sis , the threatened water shortage , the pro blems of feeding 
the growing numbers of our species; environment al pollu t ion , "the quality of 
life" In several of its aspects; future economics of industrial innovation and 
new materials in place of old; education, training, and research in the 
Universities; all these topics are discussed by authoriti es in the respective 
fields. The underlying theme is the role of th e chemist in creating , 
maintaining, and improving the conditions responsibl e for the' high standard 
of living which we in th e Western World take for gran ted. 

Paperbound 262 pp 43 illustrations (5 in colour) £3.00 

Order from your local bookseller or The Chemical Society, Blackhorse Rd. . 
Letchworth, Herts. 
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